Case Study

SerVision's
MVG400 Helps a
Houston-based
Towing Company
Refute Legal
Claims and Lower
Insurance Costs
"Some of the more significant problems facing the U.S. towing industry
stem from lawsuits alleging that a vehicle suffered damage while it was
in tow, or from legal claims that a vehicle was wrongly towed from an
authorized parking zone."
Tow Truck Trouble
The U.S. automotive towing industry provides emergency

SerVision while researching onboard video solutions that

road side assistance, recovery and towing services for

could help them refute legal claims and lower insurance

disabled or illegally parked vehicles. There are over

costs. SerVision offered them the MVG400, a ruggedized

50,000 towing operators in the U.S. and since government

four-channel mobile DVR and real time video transmission

deregulation in the mid-nineties, these companies have

system with full GPS functionality, bi-directional audio

largely been left to their own devices to offer reliable and

support and a broad range of features. The MVG400 and

efficient service to their customers. In an increasingly

four cameras were installed in tow trucks to capture events

competitive environment, most towing companies are

in the vehicle’s immediate vicinity and one of the MVG’s dry

struggling to minimize operational costs while providing

contact sensor inputs was configured to trigger recording

the necessary level of service to keep customers happy.

whenever the vehicle’s towing facilities were in use. PFL’s

Some of the more significant problems facing the U.S.
towing industry stem from lawsuits alleging that a vehicle
suffered damage while it was in tow, or from legal claims

ability to quickly locate and review footage of alleged
incidents quickly put to rest a customer’s ability to initiate a
bogus legal claim and helped reduce insurance costs.

that a vehicle was wrongly towed from an authorized

Valentin Huma, the CEO of PFL Tow Services Inc., pointed

parking zone. And in addition to growing legal fees,

out the difficulties in determining the precise moment

towing companies are hit with high monthly insurance

at which any particular damage occurred and thus who

premiums due to the significant potential for roadside

shoulders the responsibility, the people involved in the

accidents involving tow trucks.

accident or the towing company. “The burden of proof
falls on the tow truck companies and it is crucial for our

An All-In-One Solution
PFL Services Inc., a Houston-based towing company,
operates a fleet of over thirty vehicles and they turned to

company to have a system like the MVG400 in place which
can offer irrefutable proof to counter any claims against us,”
he said.

SerVision's
MVG400
Exceeds
Expectations

Benefits on the Road

times. PFL operators configured the MVG to generate

During their pilot PFL identified a whole range of

speed and G-Force alerts so they could be notified of

additional benefits from using the MVG400. Live video

hazardous driving or accidents as they occurred, and

transmission from the vehicle enabled operators to keep

they used the built-in Geo-Fencing and Route Deviation

better tabs on drivers, allowing operators to witness

features to ensure that the driver was operating in

activities in the field and enforce safety standards in real

authorized locations at all times. In addition, a monitor

time. SerVision’s low bit rate streaming helped keep

was connected to the MVG400, which enabled drivers to

data costs down, and it ensured stable communication

use the rear camera as reverse-assistant camera for when

with the vehicles even while they were operating in the

the driver is backing up.

countryside where only GPRS coverage extended.

Mr. Huma is extremely pleased with SerVision’s MVG

The MVG’s built-in GPS offered real-time location tracking

and has now decided to expand the project to his entire

of PFL’s trucks, and control center operators particularly

fleet of trucks. "SerVision's solution was able to offer

appreciated the ability to view a live video overlay on

far better results than I could have imagined", he said.

top of the integrated Google Maps page in SerVision’s

“Not only will we benefit from having lower monthly

SVMultiClient monitoring software. The MVG’s GPS

insurance payments, we will also significantly increase our

tracking capabilities also enabled the operators to update

operational efficiency and achieve a far safer and more

customers with the tow truck driver’s location at all

secure environment for our drivers and customers."

MVG400
The MVG is SerVision's Video Gateway series for large-scale mobile applications such
as buses, trains, police vans, delivery trucks and emergency response vehicles. The
platform's anti-shock, vibration resistant chassis ensures reliability on the go.
The MVG uses SerVision's advanced video compression, which provides high-quality
video at low bitrates. With integrated support for cellular and Wi-Fi transmission, the
MVG streams multiple channels of live or recorded video from vehicles to remote client
devices.
Designed for effective management of mobile units, the MVG provides GPS support for tracking purposes and bidirectional audio for communication with dispatchers and other personnel. A closed-circuit monitor enables drivers to see
what is going on in every corner of the vehicle at a glance.
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